DISGRACE   ABOUNDING
knows what it had been through, during those few months? Any
odd cars that were going were wont in those days to be confiscated
»by young men in jackboots. The Little Rocket had a few
thousand more miles under its bonnet than when I saw it last. One
door handle had been torn off. There was a hole in the roof,
which looked to me as if somebody with a bayonet had been sitting
on it. Worst of all, The Little Rocket was seriously ill with its old
complaint, Ig-nits-ee-yone. The doctors doubted whether they
could save it.
I did what I could for it. The covering of the seats was mouldy
and gangreney, and small mushrooms were trying to sprout in
the cracks. I cleaned them and had new green covers made, to
match the bodywork. The Little Rocket looked almost young
again. But its constitution had been undermined beyond hope by
the strain of those four months in Austria after the Anschluss. Its
Ig-nits-ee-yone got worse and worse. But it had the heart of a
lion and bore up bravely. Panting and puffing, it took me all over
Hungary. When I had to go to Belgrade I thought compassionately
of having it put out of its misery, but it looked at me so reproach-
fully that my heart failed me. It carried me there, it carried me
for many miles into the Serbian countryside, over roads that made
my heart ache for it. Then came the day when I set my face
again towards Budapest and Prague. Would The Little Rocket
stay the course?
I looked at it. It looked gamely back at me. I put it on.
I had not gone fifty miles when I knew that I must expect the
worst. I had two hundred and fifty miles of some of the worst
roads in Europe before me and The Little Rocket was mortally ill.
It was coughing its life out. Ig-nits-ee-yone was claiming its prey.
I staggered into Novi Sad and found a doctor who shook his
head gravely but thought he could physic The Little Rocket,
laden down with luggage, so that it would reach Budapest. He did
what he could. In the late afternoon, nursing The Little Rocket
as best I could, sparing it as far as was possible, I reached the
frontier, breathing thanks, for beyond it the road was better.
Perhaps, I thought, The Little Rocket would make it.
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